Receiving Medical Aid from RESCU

YES, RESCU
• Assists current, retired, local, seasonal and on the road show participants!
• Assists show pass holding participants nationwide, whether active or retired!
• Helps cover estimates for medical appointments before treatment if in need!
• Acts on a completed medical aid form typically within 30 days!
• Can act quicker for medical emergencies!
• Does have limitations on financial relief possibilities, but can help the client connect with other charity programs to further reduce final bills!
• Mails the disbursement check to the client!
• In dire situations, disbursement can go direct to the billing facility!
• Advocates for those who are unable to advocate for themselves!
• Offers encouraging conversations to ease the stress!
• Mentors clients to navigate the medical billing system for themselves!
• Assists in the research so a client can make informed choices of care!
• Benefits by you writing a review of your experience at Candid.org

The RESCU Foundation Aid Panel is able to consider
• Any bill or estimate from a licensed medical care provider.
• Any receipt or estimate for prescriptions.
• Any receipt or estimate for medical equipment.
• Excessive travel expenses for medical treatments (no meals).
• A Festival or Show income loss due to a medical issue
• Limited situations of Hardship while in recovery

No, RESCU Does
• NOT recommend any one medical provider over another.
• NOT discuss any client medical situation without written authorization.
• NOT guarantee any financial disbursement.
• NOT cover the full amounts of medical bills presented.
• NOT act as medical insurance.
• NOT consider rent, booth fees, utility bills or anything not medically related.
• NOT assist with anything other than medical situations.
• NOT take over the responsibility for your bills once a case exists.
• NOT achieve as much success without your responsive communication.
• NOT guarantee the favorable outcome of negotiations.